<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 08:15  | Dr. Vanhove
LG MA L: Lecture: Second Language Acquisition
(MA level) | Prof. E. Dutton
PH S: MIS03 3014 Seminar: Medieval Women’s Writing | Prof. K. Schindler
LIT L: Lecture: John Milton, Poet of Revolution | Dr. N. Davis
WAP II Writing for Academic Purposes: Applications; Group B |
| 09:15– 10:00 | Dr. A. Zurbrügg A. Karabiyik
LIT PS: MIS02 2120 Proseminar: Introduction to Literary Studies | Prof. T. Austenfeld
LIT L: Lecture: Short Stories: A National Art Form | Dr. J. Vuille
PH PS: MIS03 3016 Proseminar: Beowulf and Old Norse Analogues | Dr. I. Schaller-Schwaner
LIT PS
PE II Proseminar: Reading Dystopian Fiction |
| 10:15 – 11:00 | Dr. S. Oswald
LG S: MIS04 4122 Seminar: Pragmatics and Argumentation: implicit meaning in argumentative discourse | Prof. D. Maillat
LG PS: MIS03 3014 Proseminar: A Linguistic and Pragmatic Approach to Conspiracy Theories | Dr. D. Maillat
LG S: MIS02 2120 Seminar: Experimental Investigations of Meaning | Dr. I. Schaller-Schwaner
LIT L: BA-S1 Seminar: Linguistics for English Language Teaching |
| 11:15 – 12:00 | Dr. T. Austenfeld
LIT PS: MIS02 2116 Proseminar: American Essays—Art and Voice, Part Two: 1950 to the Present | Prof. D. Maillat
LG PS: MIS03 3016 Lecture: English Language and Society (intro) | Prof. J. Straub
LIT PS Proseminar: Reading Dystopian Fiction | Dr. I. Schaller-Schwaner
LIT L: BA-S1 Seminar: Linguistics for English Language Teaching |
| 12:15 – 13:00 | Prof. E. Dutton
PH S: MIS03 3014 Lecture: Playing God in early English drama | Prof. D. Maillat
LIT L: MIS03 3117 The Language Learning II | Lect S. Bos
MIS10 01.04 Advanced English Programme (BA1); Year One-Part Two |
| 13:15 – 14:00 | Dr. S. Oswald
LG S: MIS02 2122 Proseminar: Women on the medieval stage | C. Kraft
LIT L: MIS03 3014 Lecture: “of water rains & dead”: Bodies of Water in African American Literature | Dr. N. Davis
LIT S: MIS03 3016 Writing for Academic Purposes: Applications; Group B |
| 14:15 – 15:00 | Dr. D. Correia Saavedra
LG PS: MIS03 3028 Proseminar: Language attitudes: beliefs, ideologies, stereotypes | Prof. D. Maillat
LIT S: MIS02 2120 Seminar: Aestheticism and Fin-de-siècle Literature | Prof. J. Straub
LIT L: MIS03 3100 C Lecture: A Survey of English Literature Part II (Intro) | N.B.: WAP II and PE II are taught in two groups. Please register in MyUnifr for ONE group of each course. |
| 15:15 – 16:00 | Prof. J. Straub
LIT S: MIS04 4126 Seminar: Aestheticism and Fin-de-siècle Literature | Prof. T. Austenfeld
LIT S: MIS02 2120 Seminar: Milton in America | N.B.: WAP II and PE II are taught in two groups. Please register in MyUnifr for ONE group of each course. |
| 16:15 – 17:00 | Prof. J. Straub
LIT S: MIS04 4126 Seminar: Aestheticism and Fin-de-siècle Literature | Prof. J. Fontanesi
LIT L: MIS02 2122 Proseminar: Introduction to Literary Studies | N.B.: WAP II and PE II are taught in two groups. Please register in MyUnifr for ONE group of each course. |
| 17:15 – 18:00 | Prof. J. Straub
LIT S: MIS04 4126 Seminar: Aestheticism and Fin-de-siècle Literature | Dr. U. Kluwick
LIT L: MIS03 3113 Lecture: British Drama from the Renaissance to the 21st Century | N.B.: WAP II and PE II are taught in two groups. Please register in MyUnifr for ONE group of each course. |

LIT: LITERATURE / LG: LINGUISTICS / PH: PHILOLOGY / PS: PROSEMINAR (BA students) / S: SEMINAR (MA students) L: LECTURE COURSE (BA and MA students)